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Abstract

Drawing upon the authors’ experiences working in schools as teachers, teacher educators, researchers, and community members, this study utilizes a critical race theory of education in examining the school-to-prison pipeline for Black male students. In doing so, the authors highlight the particular role educators play in the school-to-prison pipeline, focusing particularly on how dispositions toward Black males influence educator practices. Recommendations and future directions are provided on how education preparation programs can play a critical role in the transformation of Black male schooling.
“Just as bad as prisons”: The challenge of dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline through teacher and community education

A significant body of literature on the life outcomes of Black males examines how school practices and policies file children out of educational environments and into the criminal justice system (Aud, Fox, & Kewal Ramani, 2010; Gregory, Skiba, & Noguera, 2010; Harry & Klingner, 2006; Losen & Martinez, 2013; Nicholson-Crotty, Birchmeier, & Valentine, 2009). Indeed, many urban schools have transformed from places of learning and hope to holding cells adorned with metal detectors and heavy police presence (Price, 2009; Reaves, 2011). The impetus of this paper partly stems from personal communication between one of the researchers and her brother. The researcher was attempting to assist her sibling in picking a school for her nephew, a young Black male. Her brother exclaimed, “If you want to make it in this world you need education. He don’t want to go to these regular public schools in Compton, they just as bad as prisons.” (Personal Communication, November 7, 2011)

This quote captures the unspoken pressure and responsibility that Black parents feel to protect their children, especially their sons, from the negative consequences of urban schooling and the “school-to-prison pipeline. Correlative with the opinion of the father in the quote, there is evidence to support the connection between the punitive practices and restrictive culture of the public school system and the prison system, which focuses on criminalization rather than education and rehabilitation (Nicholson-Crotty, Birchmeier, & Valentine, 2009; Swain & Noblit, 2011). In fact, 3rd and 4th grade reading test score data, and high-school dropout rates are often used to predict space needs for
state prisons (Bonstingl, 2002; Giroux, 2009). Many Black parents feel terror and dread that this system of institutionalized bigotry and racial oppression will crush their sons (Beard & Brown, 2008).

This article derives from the authors’ combined years of experience working in schools in various roles: as family members, teachers, teacher educators, researchers, community members, and activists in the struggle to dismantle the school to prison pipeline. The question “What can be done to disrupt the school-to-prison pipeline?” is multifaceted and complex. In this article, we present counter-stories to offer alternative ways to examine the school to prison pipeline and to present our work as teacher educators to enrich the discussion on the school to prison pipeline.

**Critical Race Theory of Education and the School-to-Prison Pipeline for Black males**

School policies and practices often play a significant role in the systemic failure of Black males and their consequential placement in the school-to-prison pipeline. As elements of a stratifying institution, policy decisions and teacher practices reproduce economic and racial inequalities for many in poverty and people of color, specifically Black males (Aud, Fox, & Kewal Ramani, 2010; Cooper, 2003; Gregory & Weinstein, 2008; Losen & Martinez, 2013; Oakes, 2005). For this reason, Critical Race Theory (CRT) is particularly useful as an analytical tool to examine structural barriers that Black males face in school. As a critical theory (Horkheimer, 1972), with roots in legal studies (Bell, 1992; Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995), CRT centers on race and its intersection with other identities (i.e. gender) in the examination of social and
institutional subordination of marginalized groups (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995; Matsuda, Lawrence III, Delgado, & Crenshaw, 1993).

Pertaining to education, Solórzano (1998) describes CRT as a theory that “challenges the dominant discourse on race and racism as they relate to education by examining how educational theory, policy, and practice are used to subordinate certain racial and ethnic groups” (p. 122). The literature on CRT generally points to five major tenants of the theory which include: a) the importance of placing race and its intersection with other identities, at the center of critical examination, b) challenging dominant ideology and majoritarian narratives that claim to be universal, neutral, and colorblind, c) centralizing the experiential knowledge of marginalized groups through counter-storytelling or personal counternarratives, d) a commitment to social justice, and e) an interdisciplinary use of the theory as an analytic and methodological tool. Thus, CRT makes clear how race and gender intersect for Black males in how they encounter various school structures (Bell, 1992; Crenshaw, 1993; Delgado, 1991; Dixson & Rousseau, 2006; Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995; Daniel G. Solorzano & Bernal, 2001; Yosso, 2006).

For instance, when examining school policies and Black male achievement, a critical race theory of education exposes how Black boys are disproportionally likely to attend inequitably funded public schools, have unequal access to school knowledge, and are thus likely to be sorted into lower ability academic tracks (Anyon, 1981; Bowles & Gintis, 2002; Oakes, 2005). Though legalized racial segregation in schools is unlawful, 
*de facto* school segregation as a result of residential segregation (e.g. by race and class) allows school systems to act as colorblind institutions while maintaining racial
inequalities through vastly under-resourced schools (Dixson & Rousseau, 2006; Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995; Orfield & Lee, 2007b). In this way, the current state of racial and class school segregation indirectly contributes to the school-to-prison pipeline for Black men in that poor educational opportunities contribute to high unemployment rates and poverty, making Black males more susceptible to encounters with the criminal justice system (Hoffman, Llagas, & Snyder, 2003; Oliver & Shapiro, 2010; Pettit & Western, 2004; Sampson, 1987; Sum, Khatiwada, & McLaughlin, 2009; U.S. Department of Labor, 2013).

In addition to these macro-structural factors, individual educators also play a critical role in the systemic failure of Black males. The path towards social mobility is often dependent on what educators, as academic gatekeepers, do or don’t do in their schools. To a large degree, the development of these gatekeepers begins in education preparation programs. These programs which prepare teachers, counselors, and administrators are currently comprised largely of White middle-class women from suburban upbringings (Coopersmith, 2009; Tab, 2007). This means that though the nationwide population of school children has become increasingly diverse, the educators working in these schools are largely a homogeneous group. Considering that schools have become increasingly segregated as a result of failed or reversed desegregation policies (Mickelson, 2001; Orfield & Lee, 2007a), it is likely that these prospective educators have had little meaningful cross-cultural interactions prior to entering the university (Causey, Thomas, & J. Armento, 2000; Wiggins, Follo, & Eberly, 2007), yet they will act as gatekeepers for an increasingly culturally diverse student population.
Education programs are thus locations in which future educators can acquire the competencies needed to meet the needs of a diverse student population. While many teacher and counselor preparation programs require coursework and field experiences that address diversity, critical self-reflection, and cultural relevant practices, it is not clear if and how these opportunities effectively prepare teachers for work in diverse schools (Council, 2009; Holcomb-McCoy & Day-Vines, 2004; Milner IV, 2005). Furthermore, it is unclear if these opportunities help White educators understand their own role in the maintenance or disruption of school-to-prison pipeline processes. For example, in teacher preparation programs, teacher candidates may resist or show indifference to the discussion and analysis of racial issues, choosing instead to adopt colorblind approaches to viewing their students (hooks, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1996; Milner IV, 2008), a position that according to CRT, simply camouflages the self-interests of dominant groups and maintains that status quo of inequalities. In adopting these colorblind approaches, White teacher candidates not only exonerate themselves in the maintenance of racial hegemony, but also miss out on understanding how social and institutional racism pervade the lived experiences of students of color.

The avoidance of examining the racialized “other” means that many educators rely on their own understandings of students of color, which in many cases reflect majoritarian deficit views of culture (Constantine & Gushue, 2003; Delpit, 1995; Daniel G. Solorzano, 1997; Watson, 2011). In other words, because of the lack of cultural congruence and familiarity White educators have with their students of color, they often rely on dominant but inaccurate, stereotypical and negative assumptions about the ability of their students. Deficit approaches tend to blame the victim for his social woes and
assume the student is intellectually inferior or educationally indifferent, without considering how structural impediments, such as racism, influence educational opportunity and, thus, academic outcomes. Indeed, many teacher candidates view students from low-income communities through these deficit lenses and when coursework and fieldwork experiences fail to critically examine race and class, these experiences risk reinforcing deficit views as opposed to challenging them (Melnick & Zeichner, 1995; Vavrus, 2002).

When teacher candidates and other educators finally enter into the professional ranks, their cultural and racial incongruences and deficit views of students of color converge with existing school policies and practices in ways that contribute to the school-to-prison pipeline. For example, as a result of racial incongruence and the overreliance on dominant discourse regarding Black males, teachers regularly perceive their Black male students as deviant and interpret Black male behaviors as overly aggressive, disrespectful, defiant, and intimidating even when the intent of these behaviors was just the opposite (Davis, 2003; A. Ferguson, 2000; Monroe, 2005). Black males are then subject to much more surveillance than their classmates as teachers grapple with their own fear of losing classroom control (Fenning & Rose, 2007; Raible & Irizarry, 2010). The heightened surveillance and misinterpretation of Black male behaviors play a critical role in Black males experiencing discipline that is unnecessary, and in many cases, harsher for them than it would be for their White counterparts (Monroe, 2005; Skiba, 2001).

For both young Black men and their parents, the realization of this type of differential treatment is a source of frustration and greatly impacts both the quality of
their educational experience and also the academic trajectories they can ultimately take (Allen, 2013; Howard & Reynolds, 2008). The intersection of teacher biases, misinterpretations of Black male behaviors, and disciplinary policies (e.g. zero tolerance), contribute to the overrepresentation of Black males in school suspensions and expulsions (Aud, Fox, & Kewal Ramani, 2010; Gregory, Skiba, & Noguera, 2010; Losen, 2011; Swain & Noblit, 2011; Wald & Losen, 2003). Furthermore, Black boys attending schools with increased police presence on campus are much more vulnerable to punitive actions that place them directly under police custody, and into the school-to-prison pipeline (Guerino, Harrison, & Sabol, 2011; Nolan & Willis, 2011).

In a similar fashion, the fear and intimidation many teachers and administrators use to justify excessive discipline also produces similar racist and deficit views about Black male intelligence and academic capability. Teacher and school counselor bias frequently manifests itself in low expectations of Black male students as well as assumptions of academic indifference (R. Ferguson, 2005; Lynn, Bacon, Totten, Bridges, & Jennings, 2010; van den Bergh, Denessen, Hornstra, Voeten, & Holland, 2010). Such views are identified as contributing to the misclassification of Black males as students with disabilities, leading to the overrepresentation of Black males in special education or remedial programs. (National Research Council, 2002; Ford, 1998; Grantham, 2004a; Harry & Klingner, 2006; Vincent, Rollock, Ball, & Gillborn, 2012). This form of race-based tracking limits the educational and subsequent occupational opportunities of Black males, increasing the likelihood that undereducated and underemployed Black men enter into the judicial system (Sum, Khatiwada, & McLaughlin, 2009). Thus, a critical race theory of education makes clear how racial incongruence, teacher bias, colorblind school
discipline policies and racialized tracking intersect in ways that deny Black males meaningful learning opportunities, limits their occupational outlooks, and disciplines them in ways that directly (campus arrests) or indirectly (poor work preparation) places them in the school-to-prison pipeline.

Finally, in addition to examining how school policies and practices subordinate certain racial groups, a critical race theory of education aims to challenge dominant ideologies and majoritarian narratives by centralizing the experiential knowledge of marginalized groups. This is achieved through counter-story telling methodologies, an important tool within CRT that examines the personal narratives from members of marginalized groups that may counter dominant and majoritarian accounts of events (Delgado, 1995; Fernandez, 2002; Harper & Davis III, 2012; Yosso, 2006). Solorzano and Yosso (2009) define counter-story as:

a method of telling the stories of those people whose experiences are not often told (i.e., those on the margins of society). The counter-story is also a tool for exposing, analyzing, and challenging majoritarian stories of racial privilege.

Counter-stories can shatter complacency, challenge the dominant discourse on race, and further the struggle for racial reform. (p. 138)

In this article, we present a collection of counter-stories drawn from our work as educators and researchers that elucidate implications of race and gender for Black male students. In particular, the counter-stories come from the research studies we’ve conducted on Black male schooling, as well as personal stories from our own practices as teachers and teacher-educators of color. These counter-stories are analyzed using critical race theory and within the context of the existing literature on Black male schooling.
Concrete and steel: How pipeline construction is initiated in schools

As conscious educators working in K-12 schools, we find systemic marginalization of Black bodies so pervasive that it takes little effort to identify instances where educators participate in the school-to-prison pipeline. This type of marginalization is engrained within school culture to the extent that it is normalized. That educators adopt normative deficit views of their Black boys by assuming deviance, low intelligence, and holding low expectations is itself a systemic problem we seek to address. In this section we present and examine a collection of counter-stories describing how educators draw upon normative assumptions of Black males and act in ways that greatly influence the academic and social trajectories of their students. Although we begin our focus on teachers, it is also understood that as a systemic problem, counselors and school administrators play a profound role in student academic success or failure (Leathwood & Jantzi, 2000; White-Smith, 2012b; White-Smith & White, 2009). Ultimately, the recommendations we will provide address how education preparation programs can serve as a site of systemic transformation for all that enter the profession.

Teachers. There are many factors that influence student academic outcomes, including the home environment, access to resources, student self-efficacy, and peer influences. However, the most powerful and persistent element affecting student academic outcomes is the teacher (Darling-Hammond, 1999).

The following narrative, a personal experience of one author, illustrates the connection between teacher perspectives and resultant impact:

I was hired at a school as a full-day kindergarten teacher. The school demographic was predominantly White, though to increase its student
diversity the school voluntarily participated in a bussing program with the surrounding local communities. Although I self-identify as Black, having one biological White parent affords me the privilege and burden that comes from phenotypically appearing racially ambiguous to others. At times I am included in conversations that I would not otherwise, if I ‘looked Black.’ On Monday of the second week of school, I was invited to have lunch with two other kindergarten teachers, Ginny and Karen, both White. As the conversation waned, Ginny spoke up, ‘I have Annika in my class!’ Annika was a new student not just to our school, but also to the country. She and her family moved to the U.S. from Switzerland and all the teachers were taken with the child’s beauty when she and her parents came to register. Ginny continued [holding her hands to her face to give an angelic appearance], ‘She really is amazingly beautiful. She has the most incredibly blonde hair I have ever seen and the deepest blue eyes.’ Karen responded, ‘You are so lucky. I wanted her in my class. I hope the other kids are being welcoming to her and treating her well.’ Ginny replied, ‘Oh yes. A little too well.’ Ginny stood up and puffed out her chest, broadening her shoulders and making a motion with her legs as if she were walking. She stated, ‘Yesterday, Craig, this BIG AFRICAN AMERICAN BOY, walks up to her and as says [using a deep, gruff voice], ‘Can I play with you’? I couldn’t believe it. Why would he think he had the right to touch her?’ Karen asked, ‘So what did you do?’ Ginny responded, ‘What any normal human being would do, I sat him in a corner until he learned
some respect.’ Karen turned to me, her face seething in disgust, and asked, ‘Can you believe that?’ I looked at her. I could feel the heat rising to my face. The anger and outrage was almost too much to contain. I whispered, ‘He is 5 years old. He is a little boy.’ I stood up and mimicked Ginny’s movements as she mocked the young man and stated in a big voice so other teachers could hear, ‘I don’t have a problem with BIG AFRICAN AMERICAN BOYS being friends with beautiful LITTLE WHITE GIRLS; otherwise I would not be here.’ I left the table and the two teachers behind so they could think about and discuss what I had just told them. I walked directly to the principal’s office and asked for Craig to be transferred to my classroom. I explained why and the principal took care of it that day.

The teachers’ assumption of the author’s whiteness is evidence of both the social construction of race and how whiteness as a conferred privilege becomes a property function (Harris, 1993). By this we mean that when the teachers assumed the author was white, they conferred upon her the privilege that comes with whiteness, including the property rights of disposition, reputation and the absolute right to exclude (Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995). In other words, as a perceived white person within this particular social interaction, the author’s disposition was normalized as appropriately “white”, was assumed reputable enough to engage in such a discourse laden with power, and was afforded the right to engage in an exclusionary discourse about Black boys.

Secondly, within this social interaction is evidence of the discursive
practices regarding Black male ontology. Craig, the Black male student is constructed in relation to Annika, a female from Switzerland who has become white since arriving to the U.S. (Barrett & Roediger, 2003). While Annika is described through a discourse of white female innocence, Craig is described as a nuisance and threat to Annika’s supposed purity. In describing both Craig and Annika in these particular ways, the teachers draw upon a deeply historical ontological reasoning of Black male deviancy and racial inferiority (Fanon, 1967; hooks, 2003; Yancy, 2005), where even Black boys in kindergarten are hypersexualized and considered a threat to white female sexuality.

Finally, the early childhood years (preschool through third grade), are a critical time in the developmental trajectory of children. Factors that impact Black boys’ status in early childhood settings include teacher beliefs, expectations, and behaviors (Rashid, 2009). There is evidence that teacher ideologies, particularly the criminalization of Black boys, contribute to how Black boys are disciplined, surveilled on campus and afforded equitable learning opportunities (Aud, Fox, & Kewal Ramani, 2010; Gregory, Skiba, & Noguera, 2010; Losen, 2011; Swain & Noblit, 2011; Wald & Losen, 2003). In the presented counter-story, the teachers criminalized behavior that is typical and positive for a kindergartener; Craig was proactively making friends, welcoming a new student, and politely asking to play. However, the teachers attempted to extinguish this behavior by using the exclusionary practice of in-class punishment.

The attitudes of these particular teachers seem to not only contribute to how Black masculinities are constructed and policed in school, but also point to
how teacher ideologies shape how they talk and interact with their Black male students (R. Ferguson, 2005; Gregory, Skiba, & Noguera, 2010; Lynn, et al., 2010). The persistent disproportionate use of exclusionary discipline by teachers contributes to the systemic failure of Black boys, and further exposes them to similar discipline within the juvenile justice system (Nicholson-Crotty, Birchmeier & Valentine, 2009).

**Counselors.** Like teachers, counselors and school administrators also play implicit but vital roles in the systemic failure of Black males (White-Smith, 2009). For example, at a racially diverse high school in which one author was observing (Allen, 2010a), there had been a recent overhaul of the school counseling department. For years, Black parents had accused school counselors of contributing to a racialized academic tracking system where Black students regularly found themselves in lower ability or special education programs. Both students and parents at the school shared stories of apathetic counselors who drew upon deficit approaches to determine the academic capabilities of students of color.

In response to these accusations, the school administration hired counselors who had multicultural counseling competence and were better prepared to work with culturally diverse populations. Some of these counselors were people of color themselves. A mother shared her relief with the author regarding the new hires, recounting a situation with her own son, a high achieving student. She explained her son inquired of his previous counselor about enrolling in a foreign language course, to which the counselor responded that the course might be too hard and should not be taken. Instead, the counselor suggested a vocational track course that would not have counted
toward any of the statewide university requirements as the foreign language course would. This outraged the mother, who demanded of the vice principal and counselor that her son be enrolled in the desired class, in part precipitating the change of school counselors.

This scenario is also consistent with the experience of another Black family participating in an earlier study of Black male students attending secondary schools (Allen, 2010b). Lynette, a lower-middle-class single mother of three children shares a similar frustration with school counselors as she describes the outcome of a career counseling session her son Andrew, student with a 3.0/4.0 grade point average, had with his school counselor.

... he came home and I was so excited because I thought, ‘Great! They’re going to have it all mapped out’... she [the counselor] says ‘You know, there’s a lot of 4.0 students, there’s none of [those scholarships] available to you right now. Your grades aren’t that high, but if you want to think of a community college, if you want to play football, that would be okay for you, but let me get you some brochures.’ And she handed him the technical brochures for technical places. Like automotive school!? [laughs] And there is nothing wrong with that if Andrew excelled at it. But to not even say there is a road for you to follow. You need to reach your highest potential or to even offer that opportunity? I heard him talk and I was stunned. And I was livid (p. 133).

Both of these situations point to specific moments where Black males are excluded from educational opportunities, despite their previous academic achievements. The examples also highlight the way school counselors in secondary education often intentionally or
unintentionally act as gatekeepers to their students (Banks, 1978; Erickson, 1975). Like
teachers, counselors are able to create moments of either inclusion or exclusion (Lareau
& Horvat, 1999) for Black males, by either opening or closing doors to educational
advancement and social mobility.

These examples must be understood within the context of the prevailing research
literature, which reveals that Black male youth are often denied meaningful educational
opportunities, where they are tracked out of upper ability or college preparatory programs
and into remedial, vocational or even special education programs (Catsambis, 1994;
National Research Council, 2002; Darling-Hammond, 1994; Ford, Grantham, & Whiting,
2008; Grantham, 2004a, 2004b; Harry & Klingner, 2006; Hrabowski III, Maton, & Greif,
1998; Linnehan, Weer, & Stonely, 2011; Oakes, 2005). While majoritarian discourses
favor cultural impediments to explain academic placement, (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994;
Mitchell, 2013), CRT exposes micro-level structural factors, such as academic
gatekeeping that tend to disproportionally impact Black males and perpetuate racial
subordination.

However, the responses by parents and school personnel to these unjust practices
provide insight into how schools might be transformed for the benefit of Black males. For
instance, in the first example presented, the parents demonstrated agency through the
presentation of their own counter-stories. By contesting dominant assumptions of their
sons and activating their own cultural capital by making their concerns known to the
schools, the parents were able to influence school process by advocating for the hiring of
a more culturally aware counseling staff. Similarly, there is hope in how educators, and
particularly counselors, are starting to be trained in culturally relevant and socially just
practices (Holcomb-McCoy & Day-Vines, 2004; Sue, Arredondo, & McDavis, 1992). Thus the school’s hiring of counselors who were trained to work with culturally diverse populations presents the type of opportunities toward systemic change made possible through education preparation programs.

**School administrators.** A similar hope then, must also be identified for school administrators who are no less likely to adopt deficit views of their student populations (White-Smith, 2012a, 2012b). However, as school leaders, their beliefs about Black males and the corresponding environmental cues within the school campus become a meaningful part of the hidden curriculum, where Black youth come to learn what they can expect of the future. In some cases, the environmental cues regarding Black male deviancy are blatant (e.g. increased police presence on campus) as school administrators implement practices that unjustly target Black males.

In a particular study of Black middle-class males (Allen, 2013) the principal of a racially diverse school in a middle-class suburb invited local police and sheriff authorities to a monthly parent meeting specifically for Black parents. The purpose of inviting law enforcement was to inform the parents of how to address gang violence, but to the parents it appeared to be a “witch-hunt” of Black male students and a way to further incarcerate more Black bodies. Mr. Mensah, a father at this meeting, best reflects this tension:

> I went to a meeting. They were talking about gang violence…and I heard the whole spiel, Glenpark police, Glenpark sheriff, the county sheriff, detectives, the whole nine yards and they're telling all the parents what to look for. The hats and if there are tattoos or the cuts in the eyebrows, and they're telling all these things to look out for and I'm sitting there and I just
couldn't take in no more and I had to really calm myself because I was
going to be yelling and my voice was shaking and I said, ‘You know? I’ve
sat here for 45 minutes to an hour and I listened to you and all you police
and detectives say what to look for in the kids…This witch-hunt, what
you're doing, is kids. These are kids that live in $600,000 homes, million
[dollar] homes. But because this is the fad to dress like this, now you're
telling the parents to look at their kids as gang members and not as kids
anymore, that can be changed or influenced. You're saying this is what
you look for and when you find it call us so we can take your kids away.
And I said because all you've done is you've told me to hold on to my kids
that much closer because what you're trying to do is arrest them and get
rid of them’ (p. 180).

Mr. Mensah’s counter-story points to a unique intersection of race, class, gender,
and youth culture for the Black males at this school (Allen, 2013). Even though
these students attended a middle-class suburban school and largely came from
middle-class homes, they and presumably their parents were still subject to racial
profiling by law enforcement, further highlighting the endemic nature of race and
racism.

While the invitation of law enforcement to a parent meeting specifically
for Black parents may have been perceived by school administrators as politically
neutral, it was clear to Mr. Mensah that administrators supported a campus
environment of distrust and surveillance. The presence of law enforcement on
urban and racially diverse school campuses continues to grow, as police forces are
called upon to be community liaisons or to maintain order within the school (Price, 2009; Reaves, 2011). The increasing presence of law enforcement also places the Black male body under excessive surveillance and regulation (Foucault, 1979). Where the school once solely handled infractions such as dress code violations or class disruptions, these events are now subject to police observation, intervention, and criminalization (Losen & Martinez, 2013; Nolan & Willis, 2011; Theriot, 2009). And since Black boys are disproportionally disciplined (often for minor or subjective infractions), police presence on campus only subjects Black male students to increased encounters with law enforcement policies and practices, directly placing Black boys into the criminal justice system (Noguera, 2003; Price, 2009; Theriot, 2009).

This incident, along with the others presented, are just a few examples of the many ways Black males encounter the school-to-prison pipeline (Ayers, Dohrn, & Ayers, 2001; A. Ferguson, 2000; Gibson, 2002; Harry & Klingner, 2006; Noguera, 2003). However, the examples presented also point to particular settings from which we can endeavor to dismantle this pipeline. Because the teachers, counselors, and administrators largely come through education programs, we argue this is a location where school barriers to Black males can be addressed. Specifically, undergraduate education programs can prepare educators with the competencies and dispositions needed to work with culturally diverse populations, particularly Black males (Gay, 2002; Howard, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1995). In the next section we provide recommendations for practice using our own approach to preparing future educators.
Integrated Educational Studies: Re-envisioning teacher and community education

Dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline for Black males is a multifaceted problem requiring a comprehensive approach. As part of a larger ecology of the Black male experience, we understand that schools are one of many institutions and cultural formations that systematically marginalize Black males. For this reason, we believe that educator preparation programs have a particular responsibility within this ecology and can be an important catalyst for change. This may be particularly true, since many of the individuals involved at the institutional level with Black males matriculate from college and universities. Our recommendations draw upon the work currently being conducted in our own educator preparation program as a model. We do not purport that the model we present is the definitive answer to addressing the school-to-prison pipeline, but instead should be seen as one of many approaches and environments from which solutions can be discovered. In our case, we focus on how an undergraduate education program can begin to equip future educators with the professional skills, cultural competencies, and dispositions needed to transform schools from prison pipelines to institutions of opportunity.

Like many colleges and schools of education, our student population is largely White, middle class and female, with intentions of working in traditional or non-traditional educational settings. Thus, these are individuals who may profoundly shape the social trajectory of Black male students through their work as educators in and around schools. When developing the program, we recognized an opportunity to change the way we as teacher educators defined education and consequently, the way we prepared educators. Through our work with parent groups, non-profit organizations, afterschool
programs, social service agencies, and businesses, we began to see the interconnectedness between all these locations to schools, family, and children. If we are to truly impact the lives of children, we needed to broaden our sphere of influence.

We re-envisioned and undergraduate education program that would develop informed decision-makers and change agents both in schools and in the society at large. The new major, Integrated Educational Studies (IES), prepares students for careers in the field of education, broadly defined to include all aspects of traditional schooling, as well as education in community settings. Graduates of the program are equipped to pursue careers in traditional education settings, such as K-12 teaching, special education and disability services, and school counseling and psychology. They are also equipped to pursue other educational endeavors related to non-profit organizations, social entrepreneurship, business, and health care fields among other community education settings.

The curriculum combines challenging coursework with guided experiences in school or other community settings. The major is organized to address five key roles that educators need to acquire:

1) Leader and Change Agent - The ability to discern the needs of others and use relevant information, skills, and abilities. Incorporates values to problem solve and promote development in guiding and supporting others.

2) Ethically Responsible Decision-Maker - Engage in personal transformation in order to act as a catalyst for social transformation

3) Learner and Scholar - Exhibit the methods, discipline, evidence, attainment and dissemination of knowledge.
4) Advocate for Inclusive and Supportive Communities - The ability to consider multiple perspectives and demonstrate support or make informed recommendations publicly; and

5) Facilitator and Collaborator - Explore opportunities for accepting assistance and being of service.

Assessments for acquisition of these roles are embedded into all core courses, coupled with a critically assessed culminating portfolio.

Upon admission into the program, students are immersed in coursework and field experiences that challenge their understanding of privilege, difference, culture, and social inequality. Students are constantly asked to reflect on their own identity, their personal biases, and their role in the maintenance or disruption of inequality. The embedded nature of this content into almost every course they take essentially makes it very difficult for a student to avoid this type of knowledge.

For example, during the first year of the program, students take a class titled “The social construction of difference,” which explores the “social construction of race, class, gender, sexuality, and disability,” and “how systems of stratification are formed, perpetuated, and interconnected through language and social institutions, such as schools, public policy, and media” (Catalog, 2012). In addition, students are expected to consider how they as individuals may play a transformative role in the construction of difference. The content of this course lays the groundwork for inquiry through the rest of the program as concepts and ideas are expanded upon in subsequent courses.

Moreover, students from majors across campus are able to access our courses. It’s encouraging that our courses dealing specifically with critical issues regarding race, class,
gender and other identities are overwhelmingly enrolled with film, business, and political science majors in addition to the education majors. It is our intent that our program goes beyond simply preparing educators but also equipping those who may go on to work in media, policy, law, and business with the cultural competencies needed to work with or represent Black male youth.

Students actually enrolled in the IES major are also exposed to diverse field experiences where theory and practice meet. Working alongside professionals in culturally diverse public schools and community settings, students not only learn valuable professional skills, but they are also exposed to the cultural mores of the local communities. For example, students conduct field experiences in culturally diverse K-12 school settings including a university affiliated dual language school. In the different school settings, we ask our students to collect observation data on how school policies and practices might impact students of color, including how Black boys might be denied opportunities to learn or get excessively reprimanded. Many students work with a local urban community bookstore that provides a series of community education and arts based programs. In doing so, students learn how schools and communities can support each other in providing culturally relevant educational experiences. Other students conduct fieldwork with grass roots community engagement parent groups, or work with non-profits that provide intra-group relations, community conflict resolution and police force cultural competence training.

When students conduct fieldwork in these settings, it also allows faculty to problematize the deficit views of culture the students may adopt or deduce from their observations. While drawing attention to the structural influences on culture, students
also learn the value of identifying cultural assets and how community cultural wealth (Yosso, 2005) may be employed in their own teaching and leadership practices. Furthermore, considering the counter-stories presented in this paper about Black male schooling, the fieldwork experiences of IES majors, and the institutional actors they work with in these settings (e.g. teachers, parents, law enforcement, etc.) might present opportunities for social justice on behalf of Black males. In other words, we hope to prepare race conscious and social justice minded individuals who will be motivated to work collectively through their roles as institutional agents in dismantling the prison pipeline for Black males.

**Conclusion**

Since most educators will matriculate through education preparation programs, we’ve focused on these programs as potential sites of counter-hegemonic activity, where institutional agents can gain the capacity to become “powerbrokers” (Brayboy, 2005), acting intentionally in ways that disrupt stratifying school processes. In addition to developing a skilled workforce and a knowledgeable citizenry, schools are ideal sites for social transformation. Thus, schools play an important role in the collective process of improving the life trajectories of Black males. Our focus on education programs must be understood within the larger ecology of the Black male experience. Schools are one of many institutions and cultural formations that interact and inform each other in ways that perpetuate inequality for Black males. Metaphorically speaking, if schools represent the scaffold for the pipeline, then communities, law enforcement, media, and public policy provide the bolts and steel that strengthen and entrench it. It will take a collective effort
to dismantle a pipeline that we as a society have collectively created, but schools, and the institutional brokers working within them, are positioned to be the catalyst for this change.
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